Abstract-The objective of this paper is to propose three modified versions of the Gravitational Search Algorithm for continuous optimization problems. Although the Gravitational Search Algorithm is a recently introduced promising memory-less heuristic but its performance is not so satisfactory in multimodal problems particularly during the later iterations. With a view to improve the exploration and exploitation capabilities of GSA, it is hybridized with well-known real coded genetic algorithm operators. The first version is the hybridization of GSA with Laplace Crossover which was initially designed for real coded genetic algorithms. The second version is the hybridization of GSA with Power Mutation which also was initially designed for real coded genetic algorithms. The third version hybridizes the GSA with both the Laplace Crossover and the Power mutation. The performance of the original GSA and the three proposed variants is investigated over a set of 23 benchmark problems considered in the original paper of GSA. Next, all the four variants are implemented on 30 rotated and shifted benchmark problems of CEC 2014. The extensive numerical, graphical and statistical analysis of the results show that the third version incorporating the Laplace Crossover and Power mutation is a definite improvement over the other variants.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world nonlinear optimization problems are possessing increased level of complexities. Their nature may be highly non-linear or high dimensional or nondifferential discontinuous or having large search space or their search space may increase exponentially with problem size. Although in literature many deterministic techniques are available but they are applicable to a restricted class of functions e.g. Lipchitz continuous functions, differentiable functions etc. On the other hand, probabilistic techniques are becoming increasingly popular due to their ease of use and wide applicability. Due to the No Free Lunch Theorem no single algorithm can solve problems of all complexities. Therefore, efficient and reliable optimization algorithms are always in demand. In the last few decades, more adaptable and flexible heuristic optimization algorithms have been developed to handle such problems, especially with imperfect or incomplete information. Deriving their inspiration from natural phenomenon like evolutionary process of living organisms and swarm behaviour, Nature Inspired Algorithms are one such category of popular algorithms which find numerous applications in clustering, pattern recognition, image processing, numerical and combinatorial optimization and many other problems arising in science, engineering, business, economics and finance.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [1] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [2] , Artificial Immune System (AIS) [3] , Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) [4] , Differential Evolution (DE) [5] , Genetic Algorithm (GA) [6] , Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO) [7, 8] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9] are some of the biological-based stochastic nature inspired optimization algorithm. Simulated Annealing (SA) [10] , Artificial Physics Optimization (APO) [11, 12] , Central Force Optimization (CFO) [13] , Harmony Search Algorithm (HS) [14] , Space Gravitation optimization [15] etc. are physics inspired heuristic search algorithms [16] . These algorithms mimic physical behaviour and physical principals.
To achieve efficient global and local search, a heuristic algorithm must have a good trade-off between exploration and exploitation. The exploration ability makes the algorithm to investigate the search space and explore new and better solutions, and exploitation ability make the algorithm to search the optimal solution near a good one. The ability of exploration and exploitation of heuristic algorithm is made by specific operators. Hence, new operators are designed or available operators are redesigned in order to add specific capabilities in heuristic algorithms to solve such problems.
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Recently, a new physics based heuristic optimization algorithm, namely Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) has been introduced by Rashedi et al [17] . It mimics the characteristic of Newton's law of gravitation and motion. GSA is popular as it has a small number of parameter to adjust and it is easy to implement. But like other heuristics GSA too has some demerits. It is not suitable for highly complex problems. It usually get stuck at local optimal solutions or non-optimal solutions, therefore it is unable to improve the quality of solutions in the latter iterations. To overcome these drawbacks many researchers have introduced new operator in it and also hybridized with other heuristic algorithms.
Sarafrazi et al [18] defined a new operator "Disruption", originating from astrophysics and Doraghinejad et al [19] defined a new operator "Black Hole", inspired by some of the characteristics of the black hole as an astronomy phenomenon, for GSA to increase the exploration and exploitation ability. Based on the dynamics of Quantum, Mohadeseh Soleimanpour et al [20] proposed Quantum behaved GSA but it suffers with diversity loss problem in collecting the masses of objects. Later on, Improved Quantum behaved GSA is proposed in which fitness function of QGSA is replaced by new fitness function [21, 22] . Radu et al [23, 24] applied three modifications: define constraint regarding system, modify deprecation equation of gravitation constant and extended symmetrical method and proposed new GSA to reduce parametric sensitivity of fuzzy based control system for optimal tuning. Gao et al [25] proposed a chaotic GSA which combines GSA with chaos. Rashedi et al. [26] proposed Binary GSA for solving discrete optimization problems. Mirjalili et al [27] proposed PSOGSA in which particles update their velocity using PSO velocity update equation. Chengyi [28] proposed Simulated Annealing based GSA in which position of the particles updated according to Metropolis-principle. Xu et al [29] proposed Improved GSA which uses trial-and-error method to update the optimal agent during the whole search process. GSA is memory less algorithm. Hence, for enhancing particle memory ability and improve its search accuracy, Gu et al [30] uses the idea of local optimum solution and global optimum solution from PSO and proposed modified GSA. Jiang et al [31] proposed an improved GSA, in which the chaos operator and memory strategy are applied.
GSA has also been successfully applied to solve constrained as well as multi-objective optimization problems. Yadav et al [32] used GSA to solve constrained optimization problems and [33] also hybridized it with Differential Evolution. Nobahari et al [34] extend GSA and proposed non-dominated sorting GSA for multi-objective optimization problems. Hassanzadeh et al [35] also proposed another variant for multi-objective problems. It used pareto optimality function with standard GSA.
In this paper, an attempt is made to hybridize GSA with well-known real coded crossover operators. Three versions are proposed. First, GSA is hybridized with Laplace Crossover (LX) Operator, second GSA is hybridized with Power Mutation (PM) Operator and thirdly it is hybridized with both LX and PM. The motivation behind this hybridization is that the exploration and exploitation capabilities of GSA can be enhanced by the LX and PM operators of Real Coded Genetic Algorithms.
The remaining paper is composed as follows: In section II, the Gravitational Search Algorithm is explained. In section III, the three proposed versions of GSA are described. In section IV, the numerical results are analysed. In section V, the performance of the four algorithms is demonstrated on the rotated and shifted benchmark collection as given in CEC 2014. Finally in section VI the conclusions are drawn.
II. GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is a new addition in the class of nature inspired optimization techniques based on gravitational interaction between masses [17] . GSA artificially simulates the Newton's Theory, Newtonian laws of gravitation and motion. Newton's law of gravity states that every particle attracts other particle by means of some gravitational force and the gravitational force between two particles is directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. Law of motion states that the current velocity of any mass is equal to the sum of the fraction of its previous velocity and the variation in the velocity. Variation in the velocity or acceleration of any mass is equal to the force acted on the system divided by mass of inertia.
In GSA, agents are considered as particles and every particles represent a candidate solution. Their fitness is measured by their masses, heavy masses correspond to good solution. Due to gravitational force, these particles attract each other and moves towards the heavy mass objects. Hence, gravitational force guide the masses. Heavy masses move slowly than lighter masses (exploitation).
The continuous nonlinear optimization problem is defined as:
Consider a system of N particles and the position of particle i is represented as: 1 2 ( , ,..., ,... ) for 1,2,...,
where
x is the position of particle i in dimension d. the total force of attraction exerted by the i th particle at time t in d dimension is given by Eq. 
Here,  is a constant and 0 G is initial value. The gravitational mass and inertia mass for each particle are calculated as follows
where ( ( )) i f x t is the fitness of i th particle at time t. The acceleration of particle i in dimension d at a specific time t is
The next velocity of a particle i is a fraction of its current velocity added to its acceleration.
The next position of particle i is updated by
In the initial population, a particle having best fitness value is set to Lbest and in successive iteration the fitness of Lbest is compared with the best particle's fitness in each iteration, if it has better fitness than Lbest is updated otherwise Lbest remains same. Fig. 1 show the pseudo code of GSA.
III. THREE PROPOSED HYBRID VERSIONS OF GSA
In the present study, an effort is made to enhance the exploration and exploitation ability of GSA by hybridizing it with two well-known operators of Real Coded Genetic Algorithms, namely Laplace Crossover and Power Mutation. First these two operators are explained below.
A. Laplace Crossover
Laplace Crossover (LX) is introduced by Deep x t x t x t x t  be the position of particle i at iteration t Set maximum number of iteration = max_iter t=0 while (t  max_iter ) do:
{Evaluate fitness f of each particle The hybridization of GSA is performed with the above defined Laplace Crossover, which is a real coded crossover operator for real coded genetic algorithm and the above defined power mutation, which is a real coded mutation operator for real coded genetic algorithm. The motivation behind this hybridization is that the mass of particles may decrease with the passage of time due to environment change. Hence, the exploration and exploitation of GSA may improve with the implementation of real coded genetic algorithm operators. With a view to enhance the performance of GSA, the following three proposed variants of GSA are designed.
C. Proposed LX-GSA
After the completion of each iteration of GSA, the Lbest particle and a randomly selected particle are selected as parents and Laplace crossover is applied to produce two offsprings called 1 y and 2 y . If fitness of 1 y is better than the fitness of worst particle then, worst is replaced by 1 y and worst is updated. In either case, if fitness of 2 y is better than the fitness of worst then, worst is replaced by 2 y and Lbest is updated if offsprings have better fitness. Then the iteration is incremented. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo code of LX-GSA.
D. Proposed PM-GSA
After the completion of each iteration of GSA, the Lbest particle is selected and the Power Mutation is applied to produce a mutated offspring called y . If fitness of y is better than the fitness of worst, then worst is replaced by y and Lbest is updated if offspring has better fitness. Then the iteration is incremented. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo code of PM-GSA. x t x t x t x t  be the position of particle i at iteration t Set maximum number of iteration = max_iter t=0
{Evaluate fitness f of each particle
and 2 a randomparticle 
E. Proposed LX-PM-GSA
After the completion of each iteration of GSA, the Lbest particle and a randomly selected particle are selected as parents and Laplace crossover is applied to produce two offsprings called 1 y and 2 y . If fitness of 1 y is better than the fitness of worst then, worst is replaced by 1 y and worst is updated. In either case, if fitness of 2 y is better than the fitness of worst then, worst is replaced by 2 y and Lbest is updated if offsprings have better fitness.
Then, Lbest particle is selected and the Power Mutation is applied to produce a mutated offspring called y . If fitness of y is better than the fitness of worst, then worst is replaced by y and Lbest is updated if offspring has better fitness. Then the iteration is incremented. Fig. 4 shows the pseudo code of LX-PM-GSA. x t x t x t x t  be the position of particle i at iteration t Set maximum number of iteration = max_iter t=0
x t worst t m t m t best t worst t
and 2 a randomparticle
Replace 12 , yywith worst particle if they have better fitness % Applying Power Mutation Select
w is a random number follow power distribution, x t x t x t x t  be the position of particle i at iteration t Set maximum number of iteration = max_iter t=0
w is a random number follow power distribution, 
IV. BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the performance of proposed versions of GSA, the same set of 23 benchmark function are selected as considered in the first paper of GSA [17] and reproduced in the APPENDIX A of this paper. This set consists unimodal, multimodal, low dimensional and high dimensional functions. Functions F1 to F7 are high dimensional unimodal functions, F8 to F13 are high dimensional multimodal functions and F14 to F23 are low dimensional multimodal functions with fixed dimension. Environment for running the experiments is processor: Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU @ 2.80GHz, RAM: 144.00 GB, operating system: Window 7, Integrated Development Environment: Matlab 2010. The parameters of the algorithm are 0 100,
and population size = 50. To test the performance of the algorithms, three experiments are performed. In experiment I, the termination criteria is: maximum iterations = 4000 for the function F1 to F13 and maximum iterations = 2000 for F14 to F23. The GSA, LX-GSA, PM-GSA and LX-PM-GSA are run 30 times each. In experiment II, the termination criteria is: maximum iterations = 4000 and absolutely error is less than 0.01 for the function F1 to F13 and maximum iterations = 2000 and absolutely error less than 0.01 for F14 to F23, where absolute error is defined as the absolute difference between the known objective function value and the obtained objective function value by the algorithms. The GSA, LX-GSA, PM-GSA and LX-PM-GSA are run 50 times each. A run is considered to be a success if best objective function value in the population has error less than 0.01 within above defined iterations. In experiment III, algorithms are used to solve CEC2014 test problems. For a fair comparison among the algorithms the first randomly generated population is used for the first run of all algorithm, second randomly generated population is used for second run of all algorithm, and so on.
A. Analysis of Results based on Experiment I
Following the same performance measures as considered in the first paper of GSA [17] , the Average best-so-far, Median best-so-far, Average mean fitness, Best, Worst, standard deviation of the objective function values of function F1 to F7 are shown in Table 1 , for F8 to F13 are shown in Table 2 , for F14 to F23 are shown in Table 3 . The best entries are highlighted in bold in each of the Table 1 , 2 and 3. On observing the results presented in Table 1 , it is observed that out of the 7 problems considered in this category LX-PM-GSA performed the best in 4 problems, whereas LX-GSA performed best in 2 problems. Also, all algorithms are able to solve one problem, namely F6. It may be thus be concluded that the performance of LX-PM-GSA is the best for high dimensional unimodal functions.
On observing the results of Table 2 , it is observed that out of the 6 problems considered in this category LX-PM-GSA performed the best in 5 problems, whereas PM-GSA performed best in 1 problems. It may be thus be concluded that the performance of LX-PM-GSA is the best for high dimensional multimodal functions.
On observing the results of Table 3 , it is observed that out of the 10 problems considered in this category LX-PM-GSA performed the best in 4 problems and LX-GSA performed best in one problem and the performance of LX-GSA and LX-PM-GSA is same on one problem, namely F19, whereas all algorithms are able to solve 4 problems, namely F16, F17, F18 and F23. It may be thus be concluded that the performance of LX-PM-GSA is the best for low dimensional multimodal functions with fixed dimensions.
In order to observe the behaviour of the objective function value with a passage of iterations the convergence plots of the F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F11, F12,  F13, F14, F15, F16, F17, F18, F19, F20, F21 , F22, and F23 functions are shown in Fig. 5-6 . On the horizontal axis the iterations are shown whereas on the vertical axis the average best-so-far is shown. Average best-so-far is the average value of objective function in each iteration over 30 runs. From the plots it is concluded that LX-PM-GSA is converging fast towards optima in comparison to other algorithms. The plots of the remaining functions is not shown due to scaling issues. Statistically the comparison of the proposed versions with respect to the original GSA is performed using t-test. A pairwise one tailed t-test is applied with 29 0 of freedom at 0.05 level of significance over the objective function value of all the problems considered. The null hypothesis is assumed that "there is no difference between algorithms" and alternative hypothesis is "there is difference". The pairwise mean, standard deviation, standard error mean, p-value along with conclusion of the test are listed in Table 4 . A+ shows that version 2 is significantly better than version 1, A shows the version 2 is alike version 1, A-shows that version 2 is marginally better than version 1, B+ shows that version 2 is significantly worse than version 1 and B-shows that version 2 is marginally worst than version 1. The best values are highlighted in bold in Table 4 .
On observing the results shown in Table 4 , it can be concluded that if GSA vs LX-GSA is considered then 10 out of the 13 problems show that LX-GSA is significantly better than GSA. If GSA vs PM-GSA is considered then The p-value of F1, F2, F4, F6, F10, F13, F16, F17 and F18 could not be evaluated because the standard error of the difference is 0. Hence on the basis of t-tests it can be concluded that LX-PM-GSA is definitely a winner over GSA, LX-GSA and PM-GSA.
B. Analysis of Results based on Experiment II
In order to observe the reliability, computational cost and convergence rate of the algorithms considered, Table 5 . The best values are highlighted in bold in Table 5 . From this table it is observed that out of 4 algorithms, there is no algorithm which can solve all 23 problems with 100 % success. GSA and PM-GSA solve 11 problems with 100 % success, LX-GSA solve 14 problems with 100 % success and LX-PM-GSA solve 16 problems with 100 % success. None of them could solve 3 problems with 100 % success. Another observation is that the majority of the problems have been solve by LX-PM-GSA but in most of the problems, GSA takes less average function evaluation and average execution time. The boxplot of success rate, average function evaluation of successful run and average execution time of successful run of each algorithm is plotted in Fig.7 for high dimensional unimodal functions namely F1-F7, If all criteria (SR, AFE, AET) are taken together, then it is difficult to say which one is the best among all. In order to analyse the consolidated effect of the SR, AFE and AET, a comparison among them is made on the basis of the Performance Index (PI) plot. The purpose of the analysis is to observe if the proposed strategies show an improvement over the existing ones or not. The design of PI is such that specified weighted importance is given to the success rate, number of function evaluations of successful runs and computational time of successful runs.
The value of Performance Index PIj for jth algorithm is evaluated by: Fig. 10 shows the Performance Index graphs corresponding to each of these three cases on high dimensional unimodal function. Fig. 10(a) corresponds to weight assigned for success rate w is varied. Fig. 10(b) corresponds to weight assign for average function evaluations w is varied and Fig. 10(c) corresponds to weight assigned for average time of the successful runs w is varied. It is clear from the figures, proposed algorithms are significantly better in comparison to GSA and LX-PM-GSA is best among them. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the Performance Index graphs corresponding to each of these three cases on high dimensional multimodal function and Fig. 12 shows the Performance Index graphs corresponding to each of these three cases on low dimensional multimodal function. Fig.  11 (a) and 12(a) correspond to weight assigned for success rate w is varied. Fig. 11(b) and 12(b) correspond to weight assign for average function evaluations w is varied and Fig. 11 The performance of the algorithms is also investigated on shifted and rotated problems. Therefore, in experiment III, the CEC 2014 Benchmark is considered, which contains a number of shifted and rotated problems. The details of the problems can be found in Liang et al [38] . The other parameters and criteria are kept as in Liang et al [38] . Problems considered are of dimension 30.
The termination criteria is set as maximum number of function evaluation = 30 x 10 4 or if error value is smaller than 10 -8 . All the considered algorithms are run 51 times. The best, worst, median, mean and standard variance of the objective function error of 51 runs are listed in Table  6 . As desired in CEC 2014 criteria, error value smaller than 10 -8 is taken as zero. The best values are highlighted in bold.
From the Table 6 , it is observed that out 30 problems, in 11 problems, namely in Problem no. 1, 3, 8, 10, 14, 16 , 18, 21, 22, 26, 30, LX-PM-GSA is better than the other three algorithms. In 9 problems, namely Problem no. 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 19, 23, 28, 29 , GSA is better than LX-GSA, PM-GSA and LX-PM-GSA. There are 2 problems in which performance of PM-GSA is better. In Problems no 2, PM-GSA finds the best solution in comparison to the other algorithms but worst, median, mean, STD are better of LX-GSA. In 4 problems, namely Problem no. 5, 13, 20, 24, LX-GSA is better than other algorithm. In problem no. 17, LX-GSA find better solution but worst, median, mean, STD are better of LX-PM-GSA. Problem no. 3 is solved by LX-PM-GSA however GSA and LXGSA also find optimal but their success rate is not 100%. Problem no. 4 is solved by all the algorithms. Problem no 7 is solved by GSA and LX-GSA, PM-GSA LX-PM-GSA also find optimal but their success rate is not 100%. In problem no 25 all algorithms find same function error. Overall speaking it can be concluded that the performance of LX-PM-GSA is the best in comparison to the remaining three algorithms. Further, according to the requirement of Liang et al [38] the computational complexity of the four algorithms is calculated and reported in Table 7 . From this table it can be observed that the computational complexity of GSA is the minimum. Therefore, it may be concluded that the performance of LX-PM-GSA is best but at the cost of slightly higher computational complexity. 
